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DATE:    1 May 2013 
TIME:    6:30 p.m. 
LOCATION:     Ottawa City Hall – Colonel By Room 

TEAM MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE: DISTRIBUTE TO ALL PCG MEMBERS 
 
Kornel Mucsi  - City of Ottawa 
Vivi Chi  - City of Ottawa 
David Hopper  - Delcan Corporation 
Paul Croft  - Delcan Corporation 
Ronald Fournier - Delcan Corporation 
Task 
No. 

Description Discussion / Status 
Question/
Comment 

1. Opening 
Remarks 

Kornel Mucsi opened up the meeting with study team/participant introductions and 
an overview of the meeting purpose. 

2. Presentation David Hopper gave a PowerPoint presentation to update the group on project 
activities and provide new information. 

Understanding the Carling Options 

Question:   For Tunney’s Pasture employment node, what is mix of 
people and where are they coming from? 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  Don’t know exact figures off-hand. It is drawing people 
from all over the region. Orleans has a high share of 
federal employees, and a high modal share for transit. 
There is a very strong draw from east. 

D. Hopper 

Comment:  Why was focus at Open House on getting people to 
Tunney’s Pasture from west? We need to know how 
many people are travelling there; people want to know 
to make decisions. 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Question:   How many people work at Tunney’s Pasture today? Councillor 
Wilkinson 

Response:  About 13,000 employees today. Public Works is 
planning on doubling that in the future and is currently 
undertaking a master plan to guide redevelopment. 

D. Hopper 

Comment:  Ottawa will grow, and as it grows perhaps different 
patterns will emerge – e.g. DND going to Nortel. If 
Tunney’s Pasture is growing because of transit, then if 
transit goes elsewhere growth will go elsewhere too. 

K. Abraham 

Response:  No. Tunney’s Pasture is a traditional employment hub 
and its proximity to downtown is a great asset. Transit 
is not the only reason Tunney’s Pasture will grow. The 
size of the campus and availability of land, road access, 
and transit will all play a part. Even if government were 
to shut it down completely, it would very likely be 
replaced by even more intense private development 
because of these attributes. 

D. Hopper 

Comment:  Given the way we have to bend over to make Tunney’s 
Pasture fit on the network, isn’t there some other way? 
People will still need to walk across campus, seems like 
a lot of effort/money when it isn’t really that far from 
Bayview. Seems a bus connection from Tunney’s 
Pasture to Bayview would do the trick. 

K. Abraham 
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  Response:  Tunney’s Pasture is already on the rapid transit 
network, we don’t have to do much to make it fit at all. 
It is about 1 km from the edge of Bayview Station to 
the edge of Tunney’s Pasture, whereas today transit is 
right on the edge of the campus. The number of buses 
you would need to run to carry people to/from Tunney’s 
Pasture from Bayview is an issue. The preferred corridor 
represents a leveraging of the investment in the 
existing West Transitway, serves Westboro and historic 
routes for development. The Transitway was built where 
it is 30 years ago because of this. Carling was looked at 
that time and rejected back then too. 

D. Hopper 

Response:  Comparing Tunney’s Pasture to other stations on 
northern line, it jumps out significantly in terms of 
population/employment. There are  about 20,000  
people and jobs in a 600 m radius of the station.  Other 
locations are maximum 5-6,000. 

K. Mucsi 

Comment:  For a northern route, connections will need to trundle 
through local neighbourhoods to connect to it. 

K. Abraham 

Response:  Not every station will have bus connections, some are 
designed to accommodate transfers, and some are just 
serving local neighbourhood walk-in access. Different 
stations serve different functions. Cleary and New 
Orchard will function like Dominion, providing for local 
access.  

D. Hopper 

Question:   Tunney’s Pasture only has demand limited during peak 
hours, weekdays. 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  No, because it also serves the Wellington Village area 
and has local bus connections. The Master Plan for 
Tunney’s Pasture is looking to create a mixed-use 
centre on this site. There is residential intensification 
along Parkdale which generates demand. 

D. Hopper 

Comment:   Area around Cleary has low density of population. 
There are existing buses on Woodroffe. Cleary Station 
would be better closer to Woodroffe to serve that bus 
connection. Shift Cleary/Dominion to Rochester Field. 

T. Barr 

Response:  We will be looking further at station locations as part of 
functional design, and these comments will be taken 
into consideration. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   Understand that Carling appears in TMP as a LRT route. 
The Morrison Renfrew report says it’s a great corridor 
for LRT. Looking at cost/advantages, if you’re already 
planning a train there, you are not doubling up. A single 
line there would serve everybody. 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  We did look at whether a single line could serve both 
regional and local service and found that Carling would 
not work as a regional line. Completely at-grade does 
not work due to the number of traffic signals the trains 
would have to get through. It just replicates the 
existing Albert/Slater situation. 

D. Hopper 
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  Question:   What is the cost of a Carling supplementary line? C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  About $500 million estimated in work we’ve done. D. Hopper 

Question:   You would save that money if you just had a single line 
on Carling. 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  No, we need both. A primary line fully segregated to 
handle longer, faster trains, and a supplementary more 
local service in the other area not served by the 
primary line. What we are finding is the only way to get 
a primary line on Carling is to fully grade-separate it 
due to the number of traffic lights and the Queensway 
interchange. The line needs to be fully grade separated 
to achieve our objectives. For Carling that cost is $2.3 
billion. R-12 is $900 million. 

D. Hopper 

Response:  The type of LRT service envisaged in the Morrison 
Renfrew report would not serve today’s demand, let 
alone future demand. 

K. Mucsi 

Comment:   We need to know that information to help us 
understand why Carling does not work. 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Comment:  It was in the June 2012 report to Transportation 
Committee. It stated that you could build the northern 
primary and Carling supplementary for less cost than 
just primary on Carling. 

E. Darwin 

Question:   The Morrison Renfrew report suggests priority signalling 
and less stations.  Add to it as you grow. It is located 
within a City-owned right-of-way. You reference the 
visual intrusiveness of an elevated option on Carling, 
but it is much worse in a northern corridor option. 
Carling is a dead street, of the 23 signals, only half are 
needed. Most people I’ve talked to think a slight 
over/underpass at each intersection would do the trick. 

K. Abraham 

Response:  The Queensway is already about 5 m above Carling, and 
we need at least 5 m clearance above that. At a 5% 
grade that is about 200 m either side of the highway to 
get enough clearance. Splitting the grade up/down at 
intersections is not an urban solution; you end up 
sterilizing street frontage, and creating problems for 
pedestrians. 

D. Hopper 

Comment:   But you are sterilizing in north. K. Abraham 

Response:  No cross-streets would be closed as part of the LRT 
alignment; it will be in a tunnel under Richmond Road. 
Today there are two formal crossings of the Parkway in 
the vicinity of the study area; at Westboro Beach and 
New Orchard. We will be working with NCC to add 
additional formal crossings to improve access. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   Shocked that if we can’t do multi-stakeholder 
consultation for this project how you can envision a 
different experience for adjacent community? How 
would you ever negotiate with NCC? 

C. 
Clackdoyle 
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  Response:  We are working with NCC. The 2nd round of corridor 
evaluation focused on Capital Experience criteria, which 
were provided by NCC staff. They like idea of a gateway 
station to serve the Parkway.  This area isn’t very easy 
to access; they want to open up parkway so more can 
enjoy this beautiful asset. Stations are for community, 
not just commuters. 

V. Chi 

Question:   It is a long walk from Woodroffe to either Cleary or New 
Orchard Station 

T. Barr 

Response:  Woodroffe is an arterial road; it will have local transit on 
it.  

V. Chi 

Response:  Station spacing shows majority of community will be 
within 600 m of a station, which is typical distance 
people will walk to a station. 

K. Mucsi 

Question:   Are you looking at variations for the alignment, for 
example tunneling between Dominion and Cleary? 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  Yes, we will look at as part of functional design. D. Hopper 
Response:  For the June staff report, we will identify opportunities 

to mitigate between Skead and Cleary – e.g. noise, 
visual, vibration. We have to identify impacts and 
propose mitigation to address. Need to give 
Transportation Committee and Council an idea of 
potential solutions and costs. 

V. Chi 

Question:   If it turns out there is no satisfactory mitigation will you  
still recommend this alignment? 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  We would need to report that and give Transportation 
Committee the information to make a decision. They 
could direct us to look somewhere else. We are trying 
to balance and then mitigate where impacts remain. 
Need to keep in mind price as well. We recognize there 
are impacts, we are asking what you can do make this 
alignment better. 

V. Chi 

Question:   Instead of having Carling LRT go over the Queensway, 
why can’t it go underground? 

K. Abraham 

Response:  That would be 2-3 times cost, and there are potential 
issues with undermining the Queensway structures. 
There are also major underground utilities in this area 
which would need to be worked around. We believe  an 
elevated solution is better than underground here. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   LRT between Dominion and Cleary would be in a narrow 
section of Parkway where road and bicycle paths are 
already close together; with LRT we are adding to that 
problem. We talked previously about removing lanes 
from Parkway. What happened with that idea? If we are 
going to improve people’s mobility we should explore 
this further. 

K. Abraham 
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  Response:  It is one of the options we considered (O-1, Magenta). 
Our analysis was that you could reduce the number of 
lanes on the Parkway and convert two of them to LRT. 
NCC is thinking about idea of eventually reducing 
Parkway lanes through NCC planning processes, but not 
for LRT. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   If you are on yellow route, you don’t need a station at 
Cleary; it is not in the right location. Stations should be 
at Rochester Field with another one closer to Woodroffe 
Avenue and then one at New Orchard. 

T. Barr 

Response:  We have allowed for two new stations somewhere 
between Dominion and Lincoln Fields. Station locations 
identified come out of previous Transitway work which 
proposed stations at New Orchard and Cleary. Exact 
location of stations is part of functional design. We are 
hearing from people that stations need to shift and we 
will be looking further at that. Cleary provides a 
gateway station to the Parkway. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   Neighbourhood concern is that Carling Avenue is an 
existing transportation corridor for area and should be 
better utilized. How do you envision this going past 
Carlingwood? How will people use this project to get to 
Carling? 

C. 
Clarkdoyle 

Response:  Shopping malls do not generate a lot of peak hour trips 
when large numbers of people are moving; they are 
more suitable to a supplementary line which provides 
for all-day mobility for more local trips. 

D. Hopper 

Response:  Current Transitway carries more people than lanes on 
Queensway during the morning peak hour today. 
Transit must carry even more people in the future, and 
they will not all fit on the Carling LRT. If we do not 
capture future travellers, we will need another 
Queensway because they will shift to cars. 

K. Mucsi 

Question:   Have you compared this to original Carling parameters? C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  Yes. Including two new stations the northern option is 
3-13 minutes faster when comparing a primary corridor 
to another primary corridor. It would be much faster 
versus a supplementary corridor. 

D. Hopper 

Comment:   Popularity of Carling seems to increase the further 
away you live form it. Having looked at other cities 
proposing surface rail systems, the merchants along the 
corridor tend to scream/object due to disruption, 
closing off side streets, etc. The existing median is not 
wide enough on Carling to accommodate LRT; it will 
end up being an uglier street if you try to squeeze 
everything into it. People in Carling area not here 
because they see right now it is not an option. Carling 
people will object just as strongly if it was the proposed 
LRT corridor. 

E. Darwin 
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  Question:   There is a movement to slow traffic down in 
neighbourhoods (e.g. 30 km/h) for many reasons; 
safety, noise, etc. When imagining the wonderful 
efficiency of transit would you consider, in an area 
where you are really impacting homes, can you slow 
down the train for that segment? We have to have 
some confidence that neighbourhoods will be 
considered. There is a real suspicion of motives here 
and unveiling this option without communication didn’t 
help. 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  Slowing trains to reduce impacts over short segments is 
one potential mitigation measure. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   Regarding the capability of LRT to negotiate that steep 
grade on Carling, if the object of this exercise is to get 
to Kanata, isn’t the grade of Kanata escarpment just as 
steep. 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  No. It is a much longer grade, but not as steep as the 
hill on Carling. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   If widening of O-train trench between Bayview and 
Carling needs to be done anyway for N-S LRT, that 
expense should be cost shared with that other project, 
reducing cost for Carling option. 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  If O-Train trench is widened to accommodate WLRTC, it 
is a cost to this project. If built for N-S LRT project, cost 
is for that project. If we do it first, we have to pay for 
it. We need to cost it as part of this project as N-S LRT 
will be a later project. It does help reduce cost of that 
project, but must be accounted for as part of WLRTC. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   What can be done with Parkway after buses removed? 
Will this project remove all buses from Parkway? 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  This project will take all buses off parkway. It is an NCC 
decision regarding: what to do with Parkway lanes after 
buses are removed. They are considering options, 
including possibility of reducing lanes. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   I think you are overstating your case regarding impact 
on the transportation network with respect to Carling 
options. 

J. Verbaas 

Response:  We are just outlining all impacts, for all options. We 
could be talking about developments in Westboro and 
impacts to trips to/from that area. For example, with a 
Carling option if you live in Westboro and want to go to 
Carleton University or Confederation Heights, you will 
have to take a bus to Tunney’s Pasture, then a train to 
keep going east. Even more complicated if you are 
heading south to destinations along the O-Train. With 
Carling you are introducing complexity to the network, 
and additional transfers for what should be simple, 
relatively short distance trips. 

D. Hopper 
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  Question:   We shouldn’t be designing a high speed system for 
commuters. Should make it slower for them if they 
choose to live all the way out in Kanata. 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  If it is slower, they will drive instead, and likely use city 
streets, further increasing traffic congestion. 

K. Mucsi 

Question:   There are still a lot of people who don’t understand why 
Carling fails; need to let people know why it does not 
work. Have not seen the documentation to support 
statements being made. Not enough detail being 
provided to us. 

J. Verbaas 

Response:  Work has been done.  Study team do not make these 
decisions lightly. Recommended alignment is coming 
out on top based on comprehensive analysis 

D. Hopper 

Question:   Will Capital Transit Partners (CTP) peer review be made 
public? 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  Peer review agreed with study team regarding Carling 
option. They reviewed costs and provided input, 
identified project elements needing adjustment, 
bumping up. Also reviewed all corridor options. CTP 
recommended full CPR corridor option, which requires 
demolition of houses. We disagreed, and developed R-
12 (Richmond Underground) option. This is where we 
need your help; provide us input regarding station 
locations, mitigation. Decisions are made as we proceed 
and we don’t want people to be left behind. Carling is 
off the table based on work which has been completed. 

V. Chi 

Comment:   We need greater transparency in process, including if 
and when will we see studies from CTP. Decision-
making process being accelerated and consultation 
groups cannot provide effective input unless we see 
information. Know there is a timeline, but we need to 
see information in advance to allow us review/input. 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  CTP have a draft report done, it will be an attachment 
to the Transportation Committee report. It can be 
posted on website. Will see how else we can distribute. 
Peer review report is still draft, being reviewed by City 
to make sure it is factually correct. There is a huge 
amount of info which came together in last week. 

V. Chi 

Question:   This project won’t break ground for 10 years, but we are 
making decision quickly. What is the rush? 

K. Abraham 

Response:  We need to define project as there is a cost to each 
corridor option. Need to roll that information into 
Transportation Master Plan update so we can prioritize 
projects and protect corridors. 

V. Chi 

Comment:   Feels like comments are going into a void. We have to 
trust you are responding to them. Somehow you are 
amalgamating them. Don’t see risk sensitivity analysis. 
There is a lot of money involved not to have this type of 
analysis. 

C. 
Clackdoyle 
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  Response:  Class D cost estimate, has a +/- 25% range; that is 
industry standard for a project of this type. Exactly 
same stage as Confederation Line and other large 
infrastructure projects when presented to 
Transportation Committee. We are trying to put 
affordability into whole TMP, to see if network still 
makes sense based on updated projections. 

D. Hopper 

Comment:   We need 10 years to dedicate the area for future use. 
The original plan from the 1970s was to come through 
where they built the Amica building. It would have been 
on City property all the way. Need that time to be able 
to dedicate land/protect property. 

T. Barr 

Response:  Yes, the EA is the tool which allows city to protect 
corridors. 

K. Mucsi 

Question:   Does the EA include assessment of property impacts? T. Jones 

Response:  The assumption going into the provincial Transit Project 
Assessment Process is that local issues have been dealt 
with. There is a public consultation appendix which 
contains all public input and responses. Province 
reviews to ensure process is complete. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   If in 2031 you need 30 trains/hr on the WLRTC, how will 
you accommodate travel from south? 

J. Verbaas 

Response:  People on O-Train will have to transfer at Bayview. 
Thirty(30) trains/hr can accommodate this volume as 
there is some churn in ridership at Tunney’s Pasture 
and Bayview. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   One reason why we are struggling with Carling decision 
is that there are obvious benefits, but they are not 
being presented. 

J. Verbaas 

Response:  Benefits are mainly due to land use. In 2031, forecasts 
show that difference between north and south is 
minimal. In very long-term, Carling does have greater 
development potential. But cost/benefit to serve that 
with a primary line does not work out. It is still a higher 
cost per rider to serve them with a Carling primary line. 

D. Hopper 

Comment:   I disagree with travel time assumption.  T. Barr 

Response:  Travel time is for total travel, including walks/transfers. 
Transit must be competitive with auto over total travel 
time or people will drive. Need to balance off what 
happens at both ends of trip. Transportation model 
creates penalties/costs for things like transfers, service 
frequency. Proximity to transit is huge selling point in 
larger cities. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   You can have spectacular service/ridership with BRT but 
it is a poor rider experience. Have you looked at what 
happens with BRT if it was a better experience? 

C. 
Clackdoyle 
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  Response:  Yes, work was done as part of Confederation Line study 
and showed that even though you have to transfer from 
bus to rail and maybe walk further to your destination, 
the reliability and speed of rail will more than 
compensate.  

 

Question:   Having difficulty translating those numbers into what it 
means for affordability. 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  The treasurer is preparing a draft report regarding 
affordability, property value impacts. 

V. Chi 

Response:  City has an envelope of $4.1 billion to build transit over 
next 30 years. $2.1 billion is already committed to the 
Confederation line, leaving $ 2 billion for everything 
else. If we go with Carling, we don’t have enough 
money to build it, and can’t build anything else for at 
least 30 years, unless city goes further into debt or 
taxes/revenues are raised. With the $900 million the R-
12 option costs, you have more money left for other 
projects. 

V. Chi 

Question:   If the preferred route is not doable, what is next option? 
The section between Cleary and Dominion is on NCC 
land, they have said only a tunnel is acceptable. That 
would increase costs. 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  I believe we have developed a doable route. NCC has 
said no visual impact for users of parkway, not tunnel. 
Cost of mitigation still to be addressed. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   Do homes along Queensway have noise mitigation? C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  There are noise barriers along the Queensway. 
Solutions around freeway noise very different from LRT. 
Noise studies to-date very general, we are just getting 
to point to doing more detailed work. There are 
technical ways to mitigate, was not a major 
differentiator in the analysis. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   Is there enough information on geology to know if there 
are any showstoppers? 

T. Jones 

Response:  We have some information, and did do a borehole in 
Rochester Field We found the water table is about 1.6 
m below grade. We have historical aerial photos, 
information from other projects. We know there is fill 
along the Parkway, which dictates construction 
technique, but it can be done. More assessment will be 
undertaken as part of functional design. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   Any thought to resiliency and impacts of climate 
change? Cities are removing this type of infrastructure 
from coastal areas.  

C. 
Clackdoyle 
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  Response:  We are looking at things like floodplain limits, how 
watertight we can make structures, major storm event 
analysis. Would take an enormous storm to cause level 
of Ottawa River to rise significantly enough to impact 
LRT alignment. In context of entire Baseline-Blair LRT 
line (22 km), only this one small segment is along river. 
Given historical development and travel patterns, this is 
where the LRT needs to be. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   What about terrorism? C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  We do evaluate issues, along with police and emergency 
services. There are international standards for design of 
life safety elements for rapid transit facilities. 

D. Hopper 

Comment:   Have been somewhat won over tonight, at least with 
respect to why Carling option does not work. The NCC 
Parkway was built on expropriated land. Cities around 
the world want to reclaim waterfront for people space. 
It is not just that you are putting rail here; issue is that 
you are adding something else into the narrow corridor. 
Feel we are getting closer to a solution. Originally as 
presented this project was for suburban commuters, we 
are moving in right direction now that stations are 
being shown to serve the local community. But you 
need to demonstrate community benefits better. Since 
we are underserviced for greenspace, can we get 
additional parkland as part of this project – is that 
trade-off available? 

K. Abraham 

Response:  Those are the comments we want to see to help us 
design a facility which addresses community needs. 
There are trade-offs which need to be made. 

V. Chi 

Comment:   Drawing neighbourhood into park will increase safety. C. 
Clackdoyle 

Comment:   Regarding perceived opportunity to reduce number of 
lanes on parkway, there are very long queues of traffic 
trying to access the Champlain bridge. Eliminating lanes 
on Parkway would make this worse. 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  Our analysis only looked at section between Dominion 
and Lincoln Fields. If LRT were to replace traffic lanes, 
there would likely remain four traffic lanes east of 
Dominion, where the Transitway splits off today. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   For the current LRT project under construction, how 
does that increase  our property taxes on an annual 
basis? 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  Affordability model was developed so that total 
infrastructure costs will not increase property taxes 
more than 2.5% annually. The City portion of the 
Confederation Line is largely being funded through gas 
tax revenue and debt, which have limited impacts on 
annual property taxes. 

K. Mucsi 
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  Question:   With that math, Carling would only require additional 
1% tax increase/year? What would city look like with 
Carling v. northern line? We need to have that 
conversation. Think Carling is still a better choice for 
city-building. 

C. 
Clackdoyle 

Response:  If we spend $900 million for this project, there is a cost 
of x$ per rider to provide that infrastructure. If we took 
every single new person who moves to Ottawa in the 
future and made them live along Carling, the cost per 
rider would still be higher than the northern route. The 
2008 TMP peer review identified Carling as a great 
supplementary line to shape development along that 
corridor, but it doesn’t have the capacity to serve a 
regional demand, which is also needed. 

D. Hopper 

Response:  We have to be practical as well. This project must 
function for whole City. We need to address impacts on 
community, and must keep eye on affordability.  

V. Chi 

Question:   If I understand correctly, the big problem is 800 m for 
stretch of Richmond Road underground. Will you look at 
staying under Richmond Road instead of using the 
Parkway? 

K. Abraham 

Response:  Yes, we will be looking at the Richmond via Rochester 
Field option to see if we can reduce costs. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   What is the difference between using a tunnel boring 
machine and cut and cover tunnel construction? 

K. Abraham 

Response:  Technique used depends on soil conditions, depth of 
tunnel. You need space to launch Tunnel Boring 
Machines, space for extraction of machines and spoil. Is 
less disruptive than cut and cover but is not without 
issues.  

D. Hopper 

Question:   How much mitigation are you prepared to do along the 
Skead Section? 

E. Darwin 

Response:  Unsure right now. We are looking into it for June 
meeting. 

D. Hopper 

Question:   The study process went well until last June, and then 
communication broke down. This option came out 
through the media a week ago, with no consultation 
with community. Where are underlying studies to 
support the recommended option? I don’t have 
comprehensive information to go back to my 
association and discuss. When will reports be available 
to discuss? 

R. Dorsay 

Response:  Typical practice is that the staff report is made public a 
week prior to the committee meeting. This is the same 
for all projects. We will try to get more information to 
you as it is available. 

V. Chi 
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  Note:          Subsequent to the Consultation Group meeting, the date for 
Transportation Committee to consider this item has been moved to 
July 10th to provide additional opportunity for public input and 
consultation. It will be considered by Council at its July 17th, 2013 
meeting. 

3. Closure Meeting closed at 10:15 p.m.  The meeting notes will be provided to Consultation 
Group members as soon as possible. 

Please report on errors or omissions to Paul Croft at p.croft@delcan.com by 24 May 2013.  
 
Attendees: 
Eric Darwin, Dalhousie Community Association 
Paul Clarke, Citizens for Safe Cycling 
Trevor Jones, Neighbours for Smart Western Rail 
Bruce Bergen, McKellar Park Community Association 
Thomas Barr, Woodroffe North Community Association 
Roland Dorsay, City Centre Coalition, Island Park Community Association 
Ian Joiner, Neighbours for Smart Western Rail 
Carolyn Clackdoyle, Mckellar Park Community Association 
Councillor Wilkinson  
John Verbaas, City Centre Coalition 
Kenneth Abraham, Westboro Beach Community Association 
 


